
 
 

Cutter Aviation authorized as Advent eABS dealer 

August 26, 2021 – Tulsa, OK - Cutter Aviation, Inc. has joined Advent Aircraft Systems’ authorized  dealer 
network and will offer Advent’s eABStm anti-skid braking system for all series of the Pilatus PC-12 and 
Beechcraft King Air B200/B300 aircraft.   

“Anti-skid braking offers another safety feature and reduced costs for the PC-12 and King Air B200/B300, 
adding value to these already great airplanes,” said Will Cutter, President and CEO of Cutter 
Aviation.  “Increased confidence during landing in challenging conditions while avoiding the costs and 
schedule disruption caused by tire damage makes the Advent eABS worth considering by any PC-12 or 
King Air operator.” (see https://cutteraviation.com/2021/08/cutter-aviation-becomes-an-authorized-
advent-eabs-dealer/) 

Cutter Aviation, Inc. with service centers at PHX, APA, ADS and SAT, is the leading aviation services 
provider for the Southwestern United States and one of the most well-known brands in General 
Aviation.  “As the oldest continually family-owned and operated FBO network in America, Cutter 
Aviation has decades of experience providing great service for an outstanding value. We are proud to 
have Cutter Aviation as part of our authorized network.” said Ken Goldsmith, Advent Managing Director. 

Advent’s eABS is certified by the FAA, EASA, Transport Canada and airworthiness authorities that 
recognize FAA certification.  In addition to the PC-12 and King Air, eABS is certified on the Eclipse 
500/550 and the Textron T-6 Texan II.  Over 185 aircraft have been equipped with eABS to date, 
operating in Europe, Australia, New Zealand and India in addition to the US. 

About Advent Aircraft Systems 

Advent Aircraft Systems, Inc. designs, manufactures and certifies proprietary components and systems 
for air vehicles.  The company's principal product lines are the Advent eABS anti-skid braking system for 
aircraft equipped with either manual or power brakes and complete power brake systems with anti-skid 
control for manned or unmanned air vehicles. The Advent eABS product line utilizes breakthrough 
GPS/digital technology to meet requirements for new aircraft in development or the retrofit market. 
Advent anti-skid products are available for either mechanical or brake by wire installations.   

Advent eABS is a trademark of Advent Aircraft Systems, Inc. 


